The Development of Life Transition Skills in Inter-Life: A Novel, 3-dimensional Virtual Learning Environment
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Abstract: Inter-Life is a novel multi-modal, immersive virtual learning environment for the development of life transition skills in young people. Current policy highlights the role of technology in collaborative learning in a social and interactive manner. This article illustrates how Inter-Life is appropriated by a group of Looked After and Accommodated Children (LAAC) to help shape their own learning. Such a learner centred approach resonates with the current policy debate on the role of technology in education.

Introduction
The potential of immersive, 3-dimensional virtual worlds for the social construction of knowledge and deep learning is now being investigated (Bronack, Riedl & Tashner, 2006; Dalgarno & Lee, 2010). However, relatively little work has been done on the impact of such technology on learning with young people who are in the care of government local authorities, known as Looked After and Accommodated Children (LAAC) (Connelly & Chakrabarti, 2007). Inter-Life is an interdisciplinary research project that aims to provide a safe online space for young people to work together on activities that contribute to the development of life transition skills such as: self-confidence, negotiation and mediation skills, empathy, team work and problem solving skills. Inter-Life Island-2 (ILI-2) is a safe and secure virtual island environment where young people can collaborate and, through the processes of participation in authentic learning activities, develop skills to help them navigate a range of real-world transitions. IL-12 is an extensively modified virtual, 3-dimensional immersive environment based on the Second LifeTM platform.

There is current discourse in the literature about the paradigmatic shift in education from a traditional instructional model to a more personalised, learner-centred model in which life skills are a prerequisite for navigating both social and educational transitions in the knowledge age against a framework of lifelong learning (Robertson, 2005; Ahier & Moore, 1999). Another theme within educational policy is that of inclusion and capturing the ‘voice of the child’ but work involving technology has been limited in this area since young people in care are often considered “hard to reach.” Technology enhanced learning environments may represent a novel tool that resonates with their ‘digital’ culture more readily than traditional approaches.

Aim
The aim of the present study was to determine if young people, who are presently in care, would experience the context of Inter-Life as a safe space to address their real life transition challenges and whether this changed as a result of participating in authentic learning activities in Inter-Life. The Inter-Life project is set within a social constructivist learning framework in which knowledge is built in an interactive environment and meaning is anchored in a situated context and so virtual immersive environments represent an attractive tool for deep and meaningful learning with implications for real-life. The project also draws on Lave and Wenger’s community of practice theoretical framework (Lave & Wenger, 1991).

Methods
A series of twelve, ‘blended’ Inter-Life workshops was run between March 2010–June 2010 in which a group of young people (age range, 13-17 years) participated in a mixture of open-ended and structured educational activities, both face to face and ‘in-world’ in Inter-Life. This paper draws on data from the Inter-Life workshop observations and the workshop chat logs (n=12) collected automatically through the integrated data gathering tools. In addition, semi-structured research interviews were conducted with a sample of young people and their parents/carers. These methodologies are in keeping with social learning theory which favours “multi-voicedness” and “rich descriptions” from learners of their experiences. All data was imported into NVivo 8 and analysed in an inductive, iterative fashion using a social constructivist analytical lens in order to answer the research questions, and analysis was conducted across multiple data sources in order to triangulate the research findings (Erickson, 1986; Miles & Huberman, 1994).
Results
Data analysis indicated the development of life transition skills in the young people through participation in the open-ended and structured Inter-Life learning activities. For example, at one workshop there was evidence of fluid leadership and one young person reflected on trying to support a peripheral participant by helping and encouraging this new member to become part of the learning community:

You know how we had all started off and everybody was doing their own thing but then John and that were then brought in ...and everybody was ahead...whereas John was,... I was trying to help him,... but he was getting frustrated because of ... You are all ahead, how am I supposed to build my house?  (Research interview, Young Person A)

The same young person, upon reflection, indicated how Inter-Life had helped with the development of their self-confidence:

I wasn’t as confident, I don’t think……until I came to Inter-Life....  (Research interview: Young Person A)

Data analysis also indicated the development over time of negotiation skills, as well as empathy, self-awareness, team-work and problem-solving skills. The young peoples’ confidence developed such that they were able to undertake planning and leadership tasks to solve emergent problems. For example, two young people worked together to establish rules for ‘turn-taking’ when asking questions ‘in-world’ since the synchronous nature of the interactive chat was causing some tension within the group. Another young person was capable of leading a group activity about countries of the world and their cultures, thereby demonstrating leadership and mentoring skills, as illustrated in the chat log:

Can everyone please come to me and tell me which country they would like to do, for example Mexico?  (Workshop chat log 12: Young Person B)

Conclusions
The present study provides evidence to suggest that young people can appropriate Inter-Life as a new ecology for learning in a meaningful participatory manner and work in a collaborative fashion in order to develop life transition skills. Furthermore, this is one of the first studies in which Looked After and Accommodated Children (LAAC) have worked together in a 3-dimensional virtual learning environment in an inclusive fashion.

At a time when there is a paradigmatic shift in models of learning (Robertson, 2005), this paper has shown how Inter-Life can support situated learning in a personalised fashion and contribute to meaningful learning. In conclusion, the present study provides some new empirical evidence of learning in authentic settings which is in alignment with the current debate on the role of technology as an essential tool to facilitate social learning and which resonates with current educational policy initiatives.
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